MELD Lesson (Responsive Literacy & Language)
(10+ Days)

Overview: This series of MELD Lessons are intended for 45 minutes – 1 hour, for five (5) days. Please adjust the time and/or number of days according to the
needs of your students. You may also speed up or slow down per the needs of your students.

Titles:

● Internet Inventors by: Nel Yomtov
● The Origins of the Internet (Readworks.org)
● What is the Internet? (Code.org)

Lexile: 1070
Lexile: 1050L
Video

California State
Standards

R.I. 6.2. Determine a central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details;
provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions or judgements.
R.I.6.4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
figurative, connotative, and technical meanings.
W.6.2. Write informative/explanatory text to examine a topic and convey ideas, concepts, and
information through the selection, organization, and analysis of relevant content
SL.6.1.C Pose and respond to specific questions with elaboration and detail by making
comments that contribute to the topic, text, or issue under discussion.
SL.6.2 Interpret information presented in diverse media and formats (e.g., visually, quantitatively,
orally) and explain how it contributes to a topic, text, or issue under study.
L.6.1.E Recognize variations from standard English in their own and others' writing and
speaking, and identify and use strategies to improve expression in conventional language.

MELD
OBJECTIVES

Students are able to:
1. Summarize key details in nonfiction text
2. Monitor text for meaning
3. Use questioning skills to assist with comprehension of complex text
4. Participate in focused conversations around nonfiction text and build on
ideas classmates to comprehend complex text.
Note the focus on SEL language linguistic feature: Third Person Singular
SEL Language Rules:
Standard English Rules:
If there is a singular or plural subject,
The subject is singular, the verb
the verb remains the same.
ending changes.
Example:
Example:
She walk to school.
She walks to school.

Linguistic
Feature(s)

Depth of
Knowledge Level

DOK 1-Recall, recognize, or locate basic facts, details, events, or ideas explicit
in text.
DOK 1-Describe/explain who, what, where, when, or how
DOK 2-Use context to identify the meaning of words and phrases
DOK2-Generate conjectures or hypotheses based on observations or prior
knowledge and experience
DOK 3-Analyze information within texts
DOK 3-Use reasoning, planning, and evidence to support inferences
DOK 3-Cite evidence and develop a logical argument for conjectures
DOK 4-Gather, analyze, and organize multiple information sources
DOK 4-Draw and justify conclusions
DOK 4-Synthesize information across multiple sources or texts
Essential Questions Why was the internet created?
How has the internet made an impact on our lives?
Access Strategies
☐Making Cultural Connections
(EL Master Plan
☒Contrastive Analysis
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Protocols

Materials

Key Vocabulary

Culminating Task

☒Communal & Cooperative Learning
☒Instructional Conversations
☒Academic Language Development
Advanced Graphic Organizers
● Roll 'Em
● Put Your Two Cents In
● Moment of Silence
● Raise a Righteous Hand
● Whip Around
● Rally Table
● Four Corners
● Think Pair Share
● Picture of Modem
● Article: "The Origins of the Internet" (Readworks.org)
http://www.readworks.org/passages/origins-internet
● Book: Internet Inventors (Nel Yomtov)-From 6th grade Phyllis Hunter
Library
● Video: What is the Internet? (code.org) https://youtu.be/Dxcc6ycZ73M
● Graphic Organizer: Personal dictionary template
● Graphic Organizer: "Strategy: Really???"
● Chart Paper for student groups
● Graphic Organizer: Mind Streaming Chart "Student A"/"Student B"
(Copies for student pairs)
● Video: What is the Internet? (Code.org) https://youtu.be/Dxcc6ycZ73M
● Graphic Organizer: "It Says...I Say...And So..."
Internet
Browser
Modem
Database
World Wide Web (www)
Social Network
Network
Hardware
Software
Router
Informational Writing (Multiple Paragraph Essay): How has the internet
impacted society? Be sure to discuss the reasons behind its creations and how
the internet works.
Extension Activities:
● Create a timeline or flowchart showing how the internet has developed
over time.
● Create a Facebook page for an Internet inventor.
● Create a diagram showing how the internet works.

Resources
● Reading Nonfiction: Notice and Note (Kylene Beers and Robert E. Probst)
● Strategies for Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and
Learning (Sharroky Hollie)
● Readworks.org
● YouTube (Accessible via LAUSD Wi-Fi by using your single sign on)
● LAUSD Digital Citizenship resources http://achieve.lausd.net/Page/8613

MELD Lesson (Responsive Literacy & Language)
(5+ Days)
Overview: This series of MELD Lessons are intended for 45 minutes – 1 hour, for ten (10) days. Please adjust the time and/or number of days according to the
needs of your students. You may also speed up or slow down per the needs of your students.

Titles:
● Internet Inventors by: Nel Yomtov (Phyllis Hunter Library)
● “The Origins of the Internet” (Readworks.org)
● What is the Internet (Code.org)

Lexile: 1070
Lexile: 1050L
Video

Lesson Activities
Day 1 (First Read: Key Ideas and Details):
A visual text is displayed showing an early version of a computer modem
Students are not told what the object is.
Students are asked to answer the prompt: “What is the object? How it is used?”
They are provided with a moment of silence to generate their answers.
Students then work in small groups to use Constructive Conversations skills
(Create, Clarify, Fortify, and Negotiate) to answer the prompt.
The participation protocol "Roll 'Em" is used for students to share their thoughts
while fortifying their idea with evidence. (It is a modem, a device used to send
signals and information on the internet.)
Reading the Text: "The Origins of the Internet"
Explain to students that as they read, they will work to answer the question:
“Why was the internet created?”
The class works together to read "The Origins of the Internet" using Jump-In
Reading.
Next, review the Three Big Questions from Nonfiction Notice and Note (Focus
on the first question if this is the first time students are using Nonfiction Notice
and Note strategies:
Three Big Questions
1. What surprised me? (Have students place an exclamation
mark next to the information that surprised them.)
2. What did the author think I already knew?
3. What challenged or confirmed what I knew?

•

Students observe a "Moment of Silence" and reread the text while using
the Big Question, "What surprised me?". As they read, they mark areas
of the text that contained surprising information. They record their
thoughts on the graphic organizer, “Really???”

•

Students use "Put Your Two Cents In" while working in small groups to
discuss what they found surprising using the various prompts displayed
on the anchor chart for the Big Question. Students cite where they located
surprising information in the text. During this time, they generate
additional questions based on what surprised them after reading the text.
For example, they may have been surprised that early computers were so
large. This may spark questions such as:
Ø Why did the computers have to be so big?
Ø When did computers get smaller?

The teacher asks students to “Raise a Righteous Hand” to share out what
surprised them and any new questions that were raised. Those questions are
recorded on a classroom chart. (An example is provided below.)

What Surprised Us

New Questions

The text states that the computer

Why did the computer have to be so

was 15 feet wide and 35 feet long.

big?

(1st page, 2nd paragraph)

When did computers get smaller?

Extension Activity (For use following “Three Big Questions”)
Students can conduct research around the questions generated during
discussions. Let students know that the class will check in daily to see if
anyone was able to find answers to the questions through independent
research. New information can be added to a depth and complexity frame
(located in resource packet) specific to the area of study.

Students are asked to answer the question:
“What details does the author use to explain why the internet was created?”
In order to strengthen students' understanding of the text, they use a multi-flow
map to record information about why the internet was created. This information
is recorded under “causes”. The middle section of the flow map represents the
creation of the internet. (Explain that as the unit continues, they will explore the
effects of the internet’s creation and record their ideas on the right side of the
flow map.)

Day 2 (Second Read: Craft and Structure):
Begin the lesson by asking students to share answers to any of the questions
generated the during the Big Question activity. (Open each day’s lesson by
providing students with an opportunity to share daily.)
Vocabulary development:
Students read the text again, making sure to code text to identify challenging
vocabulary. The Signpost "Word Gaps" is introduced and/or reviewed.

When the author chooses to use a word or phrase that you don't
know, you need to ask:
➢ Do I know this word from someplace else?
➢ Does it seem like technical talk for this topic?
➢

Can I find clues in the sentence to help me understand the

word?
● Students observe a "Moment of Silence" as they read the text to identify
"Word Gaps". (Students locate unfamiliar or confusing vocabulary and
write a "W" above the word.)
● Have students "Whip Around" and share Word Gaps, citing the page and
paragraph where the word is located. (This information is written on a
chart for future reference for a small group activity.)
● Students work in small groups to use the "Sketch to Stretch" strategy in
order to understand vocabulary from the text.
➢ Groups are assigned passages from the chart. They write the
passage containing the confusing word on chart paper.
➢ Students use Conversation Skills to share ideas about what the
confusing word means and the main idea of the passage.
➢ They work in groups to create illustrations to demonstrate their
understanding of the passage.
➢ Groups share their charts with the entire class.

Extension for use with “Word Gaps”
● Teacher reviews and models the appropriate use of the personal
dictionary with one of the vocabulary words from the lesson.
● Students work to create their own personal dictionary entries.
● Students revisit their multi-flow maps to revise, add, or delete information.
● The essential question is revisited. Students use “Think, Pair, Share” to
share a detail from the text that answers the essential question.
Day 3 (Integration of Knowledge and Ideas)
Writing Sample: (This writing sample can also be used to collect data for the
upcoming contrastive analysis lesson.) Students participate in small group
discussions and use the “The Origins of the Internet” along with a graphic
organizer of their choosing to write a response to the following prompt.
Writing Prompt: Why is Len Kleinrock's work on network connections a
significant development in computer science? Use information from the passage
to support your answer.
Introduce the RACES method for answering text dependent questions. In a
whole group setting guide students throught the process of answering the
prompt using the RACES strategy.
● Students first, work with an elbow partner to complete the graphic
organizer, adding information to answer the prompt.
● Next, students work in small groups to share information and revise the
information on their graphic organizers as needed.
● The RACES strategy is introduced. Students use the strategy to create a
written response to the question.
When you Answer Text-Dependent Questions Remember
RACES!
Restate the question or reword it to turn it into a statement
Answer the question
Cite evidence to support your answer
Explain your citation
State the End or Sum it Up
● Students volunteer to share their responses with the class.
● Collect student work. Lift sentences that have examples of the SEL
Language feature, Third Person Singular. (These sentences will be used
during Contrastive Analysis lessons.)
Day 4 (Viewing Video: Key Ideas and Detail)
Students use the “Mind Streaming” strategy prior to viewing the video.
• They use Rally Table to work in pairs to generate written responses by

taking turns to write on the same sheet of paper.
● Students work with a partner to complete a two-column chart. Partner A
lists everything they know about the internet in one column and Partner B
lists everything they know in the other column. Both draw a line under
their last idea.
● Use “Roll ‘em” to select three students to share one idea from their
column.
The class views a visual text (video) about the internet.
What is the Internet? (code.org) https://youtu.be/Dxcc6ycZ73M
● Discuss whether the video confirmed the ideas they recorded on their
charts.
● Partners use Rally Table once again to work on the same two column
chart and record new learning from the video. Students share what they
learned with the class after they are selected through the use of "Pick-AStick."
● Students record key details about the internet in the center square of the
multi-flow map.
Day 5
Students are given photocopies of passages about various internet inventors
from the book Internet Inventors by Nel Yomatov.
● Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook)
● Chad Hurley, Steve Chen, Jawed Karim (YouTube)
● Jeff Bezos (Amazon)
● Marshall Brain (HowStuffWorks)
Use the passage about Marc Andreesen, who was responsible for creating the
web browser, to model how to annotate text.
Students are placed in groups. Each group silently reads their assigned
passage and annotates passages using familiar text coding symbols or
Nonfiction Notice and Note signposts (Contrasts and Contradictions, Extreme or
Absolute Language, Numbers and Stats, Quoted Words, Word Gaps)
While in their assigned groups, students revisit the text they coded and discuss
their rationale for using specific symbols.
Students explore the main idea of their passage by using "It Says...I Say...And
So" graphic organizer.
To answer the following questions:
1. What need(s) did the invention fill?
2. How has the internet invention impacted life today?
Students share ideas in small groups, then share with the laarger group. Collect
students' papers and work samples to serve as a reference for students during
the next day's Four Corners Activity.
Day 6 (Integration of Ideas)
Four Corners Activity: Symbols for each invention are placed in each corner of

the room along with selected "It Says...I Say...And So" papers from the previous
day's activity.
● Students reflect on information presented by students about the four
internet inventions. They go to the corner with the symbol for the internet
invention they think is most important.
● Students participate in Constructive Conversations to discuss how the
invention has impacted society. The student work samples displayed in
the corner help them to develop supporting reasons.
➢ Students fold a sheet of paper in half.
➢ Students observe a moment of silence and record how the
invention has impacted society positively on the left side of their
paper. For five minutes, students discuss their responses and
add additional ideas to their paper.
➢ Next, students repeat the same process to record how the
invention has impacted society negatively. The teacher may
choose to review some policies that relate to digital citizenship.
(LAUSD Digital Citizenship resources are available at
http://achieve.lausd.net/Page/8613)
➢ Groups share their responses with the entire class.
➢ Students go back to their seats to record the effects of the internet
on the right hand side of their multi-flow map.
Day 7
● Review the writing prompt for the culminating task: “How has the internet
impacted society? Be sure to discuss the reasons behind its creations
and how the internet works.”
● Remind students to use the RACES strategy to answer the question.
● Students work to write their drafts.
● Students revise writing for organization using RACES as their guide.
Day 8
Contrastive Analysis Mini-Lesson (Third Person Singular)
Display several sentences that were lifted from the student writing on Day 3.
Use a variety of first person and third person subjects to create your contrastive
analysis chart. Also, make sure the subjects vary in number. Focus on
sentences with regular action verbs.

THIRD PERSON SINGULAR
(List at least 5 examples)
SEL Language
Standard English
Example:

Example:

I visit my grandmother every week.

I visit my grandmother every week.

Rita write creative poems.

Rita writes creative poems.

Ask students to identify the SEL Language Rule. Record the Rule at the bottom
of the chart.

● Review action verbs. Identify the subject of each sentence. Underline
the subject and action verb in the first sentence. Continue to do the same
for the other sentences lifted from student writing.
Day 9-Contrastive Analysis Lesson-Social media posts
Review the Linguistic Feature "Third Person Singular" and display the
contrastive analysis chart with the SEL Language and the Standard English
examples.

THIRD PERSON SINGULAR

SEL Language

Standard English

Example:

Example:

I visit my grandmother every week.

I visit my grandmother every week.

Rita write creative poems.

Rita writes creative poems.

SEL Language Rule:

Standard English Rule:

action verb remains the same.

has an “-s” added to the end.

If there is a singular or plural subject, the If the subject is singular, the action verb

Discuss the following with the class:
At the end of the article, "The Origins of the Internet", the author writes about the
first message sent via the internet.
● How do we use the internet to communicate now? (Now, we send
messages using the internet. We use forms of social media like
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram to share our thoughts and to
communicate with others.)
● Ask, "When we post comments on social media, do we always use
standard English?" Use a participation protocol to select students.
● Who do people normally communicate with on social media? (Chart
responses.)
In a whole group setting, have students use the Standard English Rule to
translate each post.
● Tells students you are going to display a "social media" post that is written
in SEL language. Explain that the sentences will be translated so that
they can be used to communicate with a teacher.
● Review the language rules and have students “Think Pair Share” to
translate the first post. Use “Roll ‘Em” to select a student to share their
answer. Repeat the process with a second “post”.
● Divide students into six groups and provide each group with the remaining
social media "posts" and have them work to translate each into Standard
English. Explain that the posts are going to be revised so that the
information will be shared in a different environment and with a different
audience. (i.e. at work or in a journal entry in an academic setting.)
● Each group will create a contrastive analysis chart with their translations.
Charts are presented to the class and posted.

Students revise their drafts for Standard English by highlighting examples SEL
Language present in their writing and translating each example to Standard
English.
Extension Activities
● Students write an imaginary email in Standard English. This email
may be written to an future employer or employee, college dean, or
principal. (Template provided in Resource Packet)
● Students can create a social media post using Third Person Singular.
Then, provide a translation in Standard English. The student will use
a blank computer template to complete the activity. (Templates
provided in Resource Packet)

Culminating
Task-

Day 10
Students work to publish their writing or complete Extension activities.
Informational Writing (Multiple Paragraph Essay): How has the internet
impacted society? Be sure to discuss the reasons behind its creations and how
the internet works.
Extension Activities:
● Create a timeline or flowchart showing how the internet has developed
over time.
● Create a Facebook page for an Internet inventor.
● Create a diagram showing how the internet works.

